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ABSTRACT: The authors pointed out that- the phenomena of heaving in a cofferdam on soft ground is a kind
of plastic flow and the influence of the ground water level could not be neglected, at “lS-Tokyo `99” and stud
ies were continued on countermeasures to restrict the movement of soft ground. From a series of experiments
using two glass boxes, it was found that the effects of dewatering, the resistance of external piles and the in
fluence of vacuum drainage are effective in preventing the phenomena and the movement of soft ground can
be' expressed by at 5-element solid method.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to prevent upheaval on anexcavated
surface and the lateral deflection of sheet piles in
deep excavation on soft ground. This heaving phe
nomenon causes an increase in the excavation vol
ume, settlement of the surrounding ground and col
lapse of cofferdam.

Traditionally, the main methods for preventing
heaving are increasing the of sheet pile rigidity, ex
tension of the sheet pile length, thick soil improve
ment inside the cofferdam and so on. However, these
methods are not so_efficient and soil improvement is
expensive and requires long constructiontime.

The authors have conducted a series of experi
ments to clarify the`-_mechanism of heaving and to
devise some countermeasures based on the mecha

nism.
The conventional design methods for heaving are

based on the bearing capacity at the level of exca
vated surface, along a circular or logarithm spiral
line.
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Figure 1. Method of Terzaghi & Peck.

The representative methods are following in the pre
vious work (K.Terzaghi & R. B. Peck, 1976).
Formula of Terzaghi & Peck
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Figure 2. Method of Japan Road Association.

Formula of Japan Road Association
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Figure 3. Small box for heaving experiment

These formulas represent a kind of plastic equi
librium theory and cannot take account of the defor
mation. The authors report some results from the- ex
periments presented at the 3'd Symposium in Tokyo
in 1999, as follow.

1. Heaving is recognized _as a type of plastic

flow of soft ground. ' _

2. Ground improvements to increase the resis
tance of soil and/or tosustain the weight of
the surrounding ground effectively prevent

heaving. ` _

3. It is possible to use temporary piles instead
of the ground improvement piles_. 

4. The level of the ground water strongly af
fects heaving.

5. The amount of upheaval by the same level

Photograph 1 - Visual heaving to plastic flow

of ground water' differed with the _rapid ap

plication of uplift and the step-by-step ap
plication.

The authors continued to confirm the mechanism
and to develop advanced countermeasures including
another small box.

2 CONTENTS RESULTS OF
EXPERIMENTS
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Figure 4. Deformation of ground caused

2.1 Mechanism of heaving

To confirm the mechanism of heaving, the authors
conducted some experiments with-very soft loam in'
a small box of 0.6 m x 0.36 m x 0.3 m as shown in
Figure 3. In these experiments theplastic flow of
heaving became visible as shown: in Photograph 1,
which was presumed from the curvature of plaster
filled vinyl pipes embedded outside of the cofferdam
model in the paper presented at the 3'd Symposium
(Figure 4). Namely, heaving is a phenomenon of
wide plastic flow of soft ground between the inside
and outside of a cofferdam.

The effects of the ground water level were con
finned in' Figure 5 in the former paper, which means
that the upheaval of the excavated surface within the
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Figure 5. 'Deformation of due to ground water level

rigid walls was affected by the ground water level
(H: height of ground water from the box bottom, L:
long embedded length-of the wall, S: short embed
ded length of the wall), and that the upheaval be
comes large by the rapid increase of the water table
by even 30 cm but decreases by step-by-step applica
tion of 100'cm.

wall but the settlement was larger. This means that
the amount of moved soil at the flexible wall is lar
ger than the rigid wall, and the lateral consolidation
of the excavated side depending on deflection of the

wall is assumed.
Figure 8 and 9 show the changing process of pore
pressure at the active and passive sides of the flexi
ble wall. These values are ahnost the same between
the rigid and the flexible walls.
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Figure 6. Large box for heaving experiment

To examine the effect of the rigidity of sheet pile, Pore Water pressure (kPa) _ __
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ing the upheaval during the 3rd and 4"‘ excavation
works was very difficult, the values for the settle
ment are correct. Until the 2“d excavation the up
heaval of the flexible wall was smaller than the rigid
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Figure 8. Changing process of- pore water pressure at active
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Figure 7. Relation between displacement and elapsed time
during heaving
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Figure 9. Changing process of pore water pressure at passive
side
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The pore pressure decreases as the excavation and
the heaving progress but the gradient of the pressure

Figure 10 shows the disposition of 29 steel bars and
4 acryl strainer pipes. The steel bars 6 mm in diam¢_

becomes steep.

ter are models of steel piles and acryl pipes 2 mm
thick and 10 mm in diameter are models of Wells
(Figure11).
In Figure 3, 12 and 13 the 15' model has no meaS_

2.2 Countermeasures

ures. The 2"d has only steel bars. The 3'd has steel

Heaving phenomena disturbs excavation 'works on
soft ground. Most countermeasures were taken in
side cofferdam to increase the resistance to heaving.
However, since the phenomenon is plastic flow, it
is more reasonable to ‘adopt measures for restraining
the flow than increasing resistance. Controlling flow,
measures outside of the cofferdam are more advan
tageous than inside fbecause of ease of construction
and excavation, reinforcing ground, etc. Therefore,
the authors studied countermeasures outside the cof

'bars and strainer pipes, and applies negative pressure
inside the pipes with a vacuum pump.”
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Three kinds of heaving tests were conducted for
reducing upheaval using the smallbox.
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Figure 10. Disposition of preventive piles and strainer pipes Figure 13. Observed settlement curves
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Figure 12. Observed and calculated upheaval curves

Figure 12 shows the relation among the elapsed up
heaval of 3 tests and Figure 13 is the relation of Set
tlement. Steel bars and 'strainer pipes are very effec
tive for restraining upheaval.

Strainer pipes

/I n: retardation time coefficient (= 77 n/Gn)

The calculated result is shown in Figure 12 to
gether with an example of the 3-element model for
reference. The values of Gu and T) .1 in the formula
are obtained from the observed data. The authors
consider _that this method is applicable to the behav
ior of upheaval, as applied to deformation of soft
rocks in Honshu - Shikoku Connecting Bridges and
the Rainbow Bridge in Tokyo Bay in the previous
works (Japan Civil Association et al, 1979,l980 and
Metropolitan High way Association, 1983).
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Photograph 2 - Columnar soil made for vacuum suction

The most effective strainer pipes after the tests are
shown in Photograph 2. It shows soil columns 5~6
cm in diameter surrounding strainer pipes. These
columns were formed from very fine particles of
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loam by suction from the vacuum pressure.

However, strainer pipes promote consolidation
settlement of the ground behind with the elapsing
time. Contrarily, steel bars resist settlement of the
ground and are most preferable.

3 DISCUSSION

Through a series of experiments, much useful
knowledge has been obtained.
For `the design of countermeasures to heaving it
will be necessary to. express the behavior of plastic

flow with suitable formulas in the near future.

Though two-dimensional analysis such as FEM is
preferable, it is not yet ready to provide appropriate
data or coefficients for calculation of the deforma
tion in general cases.

At the present time, the authors propose a 5
element solid model (Figure 14), to simulate up
heaval with Equation (3) proposed by K. Murakami
(1999)
~r (i)=s{1/G,+1/G2(1- e -‘/*2)+1/G3(1-C"/*3)} (3)
Where
T (t): amount of upheaval (m)
S; vertical load of back fill (kN/mz)
Gn: assumed spring constant (kN/rn3)
T7 n: assumed coefficient of cohesion (Pa ' s)

t: time

Figure 14. 5-element solid model

lf there is a wide space around a cofferdam, a
countermeasure on the outer side to prevent heaving
is advantageous.
Principally, the rigidity and embedded length of
sheet piles are important. Secondarily, the improve

ment of the ground is required. But ground im
provement works require a long time and a large

cost. To solve this problem the use of steel piles with
a bottom cover is recommendable, which have great

rigidity to resist lateral flow and settlement of the
ground, and are able to extract and to fill with sand
or gravel inside, after completion. This method is
relatively cheap and facilitates quick construction.
Furthermore, the adoption of strainer pipes (pho
tograph 2) with a vacuum system and a bottom cover

is very effective for restraining heaving because it
lowers the ground water table, can produce large soil
columns to prevent the plastic flow of soft soil and,

applies surcharge of atmosphere for ground im
provement. But there is also the danger of promoting

wide and fast settlement of soft soil and damaging
neighboring structures. Therefore, preventing harm

to the structures, an observational construction

method and/or underground partition wall in an area

nearby may be necessary. This method is effective

even just with dewatering or installing. `
In addition, a series of experiments have show
that dewatering methods and slow step-by-step ex
cavation canmake- a supplementary contribution to
reduce the possibility of- heaving.

4 coNcLUs1oNs
1 Heaving is a phenomenon attributed to the plas
tic flow of soft ground between both sides of a
cofferdam by excavation.
2. The behaviors of upheaval and settlement can be
expressed by 5-element solid model.
3. It is confirmed that the ground water level affects
the heaving phenomena.
4. Though the amount of moved soil of the flexible
wall is larger than the _rigid wall, the amount of
upheaval does not alwaysincrease.

5. The pore pressure of the rigid and the flexible
walls is -almost the same as _the excavation pro

gress and the pore pressure on the passive site
becomes relatively large.

6 Steel bars installed outside of the sheet piles are
effective for upheaval and settlement. _
7. Strainer pipes are also effective and are remarka
bly efficient with application of a vacuum but
caution is requested.

8 Dewatering and step-by-step excavation works
are helpful to reducing the possibility of heaving.”
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